Citing Sources: According to APA

Use this guide to organize your Reference List (or Bibliography) and also your Notes (both as a citation inside the text and outside the text). The guide is based on the fifth edition of the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association* [DBW circ BF 76.7.A46 2001 (2-hour loan)] and *Electronic Styles: A Handbook for Citing Electronic Information* [DBW reference PN 171.F56L5 1996]; please consult these manuals to cite materials not included below (e.g.: videos, lectures, speeches, emails, etc.). See also the following URL: <http://www.apastyle.org/elecref.html>.

Print Sources

Book

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Hesse-Biber (1996) demonstrates....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been shown (Hesse-Biber, 1996)....

Edited Book

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Chandler and Chapman (1991) found....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been discovered (Chandler & Chapman, 1991)....

**Article in an Edited Book**

Reference List:


*Consciousness and human identity* (pp. 101-121). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Clocksin (1998) documented....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been recorded (Clocksin, 1998)....

**Journal Article (One Author)**

Reference List:

Persinger, M. A. (1999). Increased emergence of alpha activity over the left but not
the right temporal lobe within a dark acoustic chamber: Differential response of the

Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Persinger (1999) noted....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been shown (Persinger, 1999)....
**Journal Article (Two Authors)**

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Bock and Eversheim (2000) discovered....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been recorded (Bock & Eversheim, 2000)....

**Journal Article, Journal Paginated by Issue**

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Cooper and Newbold (1994) explained....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been explained (Cooper & Newbold, 2000)....

**Newspaper Article**

Reference List:

Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: …as Von Zielbauer (2005) claimed.…
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: …as has been claimed (Von Zielbauer, 2005)…. 

Newspaper Article, No Author

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: …as “Political Calculus” (2005) reported.…
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: …as has been reported (“Political Calculus,” 2005)…. 

Article in Proceedings Published Regularly

Reference List:


Contemporary psychology in Europe: Theory, research, and applications: 

Proceedings of the IVth European Congress of Psychology, 80-90.

Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: …as Fowler (1996) detailed.…
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: …as has been shown (Fowler, 1996)…. 

Article in Proceedings in an Edited Book

Reference List:


Brain and behavior: Past, present, and future: Proceedings of the symposium
organized on the occasion of C. H. M. Brunia becoming Professor Emeritus,


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Donchin (1997) described....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been described (Donchin, 1997)....

Electronic Sources

Web-site on the Internet

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Grohol (2001) has claimed....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been claimed (Grohol, 2001)....

Full-text Article from the Internet

Reference List:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Booth-Butterfield (1996) proposes....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been proposed (Booth-Butterfield, 1996)....

Full-text Article from an Internet Journal

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Dallery, McDowell, & Lancaster (2000) revealed....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been revealed (Dallery, McDowell, & Lancaster, 2000)....

Full-text Journal Article from an Internet Database

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Quatman and Watson (2001) discovered....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been discovered (Quatman & Watson, 2001)....
Full-text Government Publication from the Internet

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as the Ontario Ministry of Community and Social Services (2000) directed....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been directed (Ontario. Ministry of Community and Social Services, 2000)....

Full-text Newspaper Article from an Internet Database

Reference List:


Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Martelle (2005) has noted....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been noted (Martelle, 2005)....

Full-text Article from a CD-ROM

Reference List:

Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Hearnshaw (1995) relates....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been related (Hearnshaw, 1995)....

Full-text Book from a CD-ROM

Reference List:

Levine, D.N. (1955). Wax and gold: Tradition and innovation in Ethiopian culture.

Cultural CD V: Religious Beliefs and Practices CD-ROM.

Notes:

CITATION IN RUNNING TEXT: ...as Levine (1955) discovered....
CITATION OUTSIDE RUNNING TEXT: ...as has been discovered (Levine, 1955)....
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